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THE INPUT METHODS

CORE BOARD
Microprocessor saves the templates
into Flash Memory as user data for
future verifications and to enable
transfer to other devices.

Types of
process

SD RAM for user
data storage

Enrollment
Verification

Customization of
features to
be loaded as
a new
function

Microprocessor
generates input as a
standard template
in SD RAM.

Microprocessor verifies the
template captured against
the templates stored in SD
RAM to identify the user.
Microprocessor then
generates a transaction log
record with information like
user ID, date and time into
SD RAM.

SD RAM for
transaction logs
storage
SD RAM for time
zone and door
activity rules.

SD RAM for customized attendance and
access features storage

Microprocessor

MAIN CONTROL UNIT (MCU)
Communication module
(TCP/IP, RS232, RS485, WiFi, GPRS, USB flash disk)

FingerTec
TCMS V2 Software

Handling of users
andmultiple
FingerTec devices

Handling of
attendance
calculations and
reports

Handling of
access control
features

Exporting raw
data for
payroll or any 3rd
party software

BioBridge Software
Development Kit

Webster Software
Development Kit

Response module

Voice greeting and LED
blinking to alert users.

Access module

Voice greeting and LED
blinking to alert users

Customized language
files to load into the
system for localization.
API commands for
software integrators
to develop their
attendance or payroll
software to use with
FingerTec devices.
Software developers
can use SDK to build
up software to bundle
with FingerTec
devices as a total HR
solution to meet their
customizations.

Web commands to
expertise to develop
web-based solution
to use with FingerTec
devices.
Software developers
can bundle the web
based system
together with
FingerTec devices as a
high end web based
system to customers.

Installers require to
source compatible
components or
accessories to link up
FingerTec device with
door and alarm system
when customers
requested.

